Georgia Prison (DOC) Arrest Records for Inmate JESSICA CLINE

JESSICA CLINE Arrest Details

Georgia (GA) Prison Arrest Details

NAME: CLINE, JESSICA
GDC ID: 1000303373

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION

YOB: 1985
RACE: WHITE
GENDER: FEMALE
HEIGHT: 5'01''
WEIGHT: 169
EYE COLOR: BROWN
HAIR COLOR: BROWN

SCARS, MARKS, TATTOOS

INCARCERATION DETAILS

MAJOR OFFENSE: STATUTORY RAPE
MOST RECENT INSTITUTION: PULASKI STATE PRISON
MAX POSSIBLE RELEASE DATE: 05/24/2015

Important Release Information

The Actual Release Date may occur prior to the Max Possible Release Date due to the offender receiving clemency by the State Board of Pardons and Paroles.

The Max Possible Release Date is the expiration date of the longest running sentence with credit for time served in a county jail prior to conviction and sentencing. FOR EXAMPLE, if a person is arrested on January 1, 2001 and remains in a county jail until he is sentenced to a term of two years confinement in the custody of the Georgia Department of Corrections on April 1, 2001, then:

His Sentence Begin Date is April 1, 2001 His Sentence End Date is March 31, 2003. His Max Possible Release Date will be December 31, 2002, giving him credit for time served in jail from the date of his arrest to the date of his sentencing.

For parole information please go to Georgia State Board of Pardons and Paroles website.

ACTUAL RELEASE DATE: 05/08/2013
CURRENT STATUS: INACTIVE
KNOWN ALIASES

A.K.A. CLINE, JESSICA

STATE OF GEORGIA - CURRENT SENTENCES

CASE NO: 735720

OFFENSE: CHILD MOLESTATION
CONVICTION COUNTY: BARTOW COUNTY
CRIME COMMIT DATE: 07/23/2008
SENTENCE LENGTH: 20 YEARS, 0 MONTHS, 0 DAYS

CASE NO: 735720

OFFENSE: STATUTORY RAPE
CONVICTION COUNTY: BARTOW COUNTY
CRIME COMMIT DATE: 07/23/2008
SENTENCE LENGTH: 20 YEARS, 0 MONTHS, 0 DAYS

CASE NO: 735720

OFFENSE: misc misdemeanor
CONVICTION COUNTY: BARTOW COUNTY
CRIME COMMIT DATE: 07/23/2008
SENTENCE LENGTH: 0 YEARS, 12 MONTHS, 0 DAYS

STATE OF GEORGIA - PRIOR SENTENCES

STATE OF GEORGIA - INCARCERATION HISTORY

INCARCERATION BEGIN: 07/06/2011
INCARCERATION END: 05/08/2013

https://www.rapsheets.org/georgia/doc-prisoner/CLINE_JESSICA/1000303373